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The Olympic Museum welcomes over 25,000 children every year through
its educational packages. An all-round tailor-made experience:
interactive tours with tablets for pupils, themed workshops and online
educational resources.
SPECIAL OFFER YOG LAUSANNE 2020
To celebrate the Winter Youth Olympic
Games Lausanne 2020, The Olympic
Museum has a special offer of only
CHF 7.– per pupil (interactive tour with
tablet + one themed workshop of your
choice) until 9 April 2020.

ONLINE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
To prepare for and/or build on their visit to the Museum
teachers can make use of a wide range of free educational
resources, filed by theme and downloadable in
French, German and English. This is a great way to learn
about Olympism.
More information here
PERMANENT EXHIBITION
The interactive digital tablet tour allows pupils to independently explore the key elements of Olympism,
from the ancient to the modern Games. The Olympic rings,
torch relays, sports on the programme, athletes: at
each stage, information and games combine to make for
a fun experience. This educational tool is available in
three languages (French, German and English), and the
content is adapted for three age groups (5-7 year-olds,
8-12 year-olds and over 13s).
More information here

• + 25,000 participants make use of the educational packages every year;
• Made-to-measure: teachers can put together a
tailor-made visit for their class;
• 4 themed workshops available, hosted by TOM coaches;
• Tours with interactive tablets for pupils;
• +
 30 educational resources available online in French,
German and English.
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From April 2020, destination
Tokyo 2020 - an educational
package with a Japanese flavour!
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Teachers can cap off their visit with a themed workshop in the educational
areas. A TOM coach hosts the children for 30 minutes and covers an Olympic
theme in a fun and age-appropriate way.
Permanent programme

Temporary programme

DESTINATION OLYMPIA
The children learn about the origins of the Olympic Games.
They compare sports equipment used by the first athletes
with today’s equipment and imitate the disciplines practised
in ancient times.

DESIGN YOUR GAMES! – UNTIL 09.04.2020
Using a digital interface created by an Interactive Media
Design class at the ERACOM Arts and Communications
School, the pupils can create an imaginary poster for the
Youth Olympic Games Lausanne 2020.
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ALL DIFFERENT, ALL WINNERS
The children explore several key notions of civics education.
Following a route featuring games, questions and group
activities, they learn about these notions independently.
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“It was a great learning opportunity for all the children,
who found out about the history of the Games and
above all experienced the Olympic adventure through
the video clips and other objects... not to mention
the excitement of running the 100m like Usain Bolt
in the glorious sunshine!”
Collège de la Coquerellaz (Ecublens, Switzerland)
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CHAT CHALLENGE – UNTIL 30.10.2020
As part of the “We are Olympians, and You?” temporary
programme, in a “chat challenge”, pupils are invited
to think about respect, friendship, fair play and team spirit.
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CONTACT & RESERVATIONS
+41 (0)21 621 66 85
edu.museum@olympic.org
Reservation form
“Thank you so much to the whole Museum team for
the two fantastic days that you organised for
our 250 pupils: “You are the Olympians”! Thank you
for your hospitality, smiles and patience. Thank you
for your talks in which you passed on the values
of Olympism and life.”
Collège Saint-Françoise de Sâles (Dijon, France)

